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Abstract
In this paper, we study the recognition complexity of discrete geometric 2gures (rectangles,
squares, circles, ellipses) on a retina by diameter-limited and order-restricted perceptrons. We
construct a diameter-limited recognition perceptron for the family of rectangles, beginning with
local con2gurations, which is di6erent from the one shown by Minsky et al. (Perceptrons: An
Introduction to Computational Geometry, extended edition, MIT Press, Cambridge, MA, 1988).
In addition, we demonstrate the nonexistence of diameter-limited recognition perceptrons for
squares, circles and ellipses. Finally, for squares and ellipses we construct an order-restricted
perceptron with constant coe;cients, using an original technique which decomposes the charac-
terization of the 2gures into local and global features. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the last years, there has been a growing interest in algorithms for discrete geometry
problems [3, 7, 12]. From the parallel and distributed point of view one may mention the
Cellular Automata approach developed in [13] and the emergence of neural algorithms.
Neural Networks have been extensively used for learning and recognizing patterns.
In this paper, in order to determine the minimum complexity necessary to recognize
elementary discrete 2gures, we consider the simplest neural network model of recog-
nition, the perceptron, created by Rosemblatt [9], nearly 40 years ago.
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1.1. De3nitions
1.1.1. Discrete 3gures
We de2ne the retina R of size n as the set {−n; : : : ; n}2⊂Z2; each element (x; y)
of R is called point or pixel. A discrete 2gure X on R is de2ned as a set of points
of R. Graphically, we will color the points of X in black and the other points of R
in white. We will always suppose that n is large enough, so that all 2gures of interest
(rectangles, circles, etc.) will be completely contained in R; we will not care about
the borders of it.
We will consider two kinds of neighborhoods for a point (x; y)∈R, de2ned by the
following sets of points:
• von Neumann’s Neighborhood: N4(x; y)= {(x+1; y); (x−1; y); (x; y−1); (x; y+1)}
• Moore’s Neighborhood: N8(x; y)= {(x + 1; y); (x − 1; y); (x; y − 1); (x; y + 1);
(x + 1; y + 1); (x + 1; y − 1); (x − 1; y + 1); (x − 1; y − 1)}.
For two points P=(iP; jP) and Q=(iQ; jQ) in R, we de2ne the distances d4(P;Q)= |iP
− iQ|+ |jP − jQ| and d8(P;Q)= max(|iP − iQ|; |jP − jQ|), corresponding to the shortest
paths through von Neumann and Moore neighbors, respectively. The distance between
two 2gures is de2ned as the minimum distance between their points.
A 4-connected path (resp. 8-connected path) of length n from P to Q will be a
sequence of points P=P0; P1; : : : ; Pn =Q in R such that d4(Pi−1; Pi)= 1; 1 6 i 6 n
(resp. d8(Pi−1; Pi)= 1; 1 6 i 6 n). We say that a 2gure X is 4-connected (resp.
8-connected) if for all points P and Q of X there exists a 4-connected path (resp.
8-connected path) from P to Q.
Given a 2gure X , we will de2ne the set of con2gurations C in X as the family of
functions, indexed by the points (x; y)∈R (the center of X), given by
C = {c(x; y) | c(x; y): N (x; y) ∪ {(x; y)} → {black; white}};
where N (x; y) represents a neighborhood of (x; y) and each function veri2es c(i; j)=
black if (i; j)∈X , and c(i; j)=white if (i; j) =∈X . If N (x; y)=N4(x; y) (resp. N (x; y)=
N8(x; y)), we call C the set of con2gurations of von Neumann’s type and write
Con f4(X ) (resp. Moore’s type, Con f8(X )). Graphically we can represent con2gura-
tions of von Neumann’s and Moore’s type by pictures like the ones in Figs. 1 and 13,
respectively.
1.1.2. Figures recognition perceptron
Let X be a 2gure on R. We call mask a function ’A(X ) de2ned by ’A(X )= 1 if
and only if A⊂X , where A is a set of points of R.
For a family of discrete 2gures F, we call a recognition predicate of F a boolean
function  F(X ) such that  F(X )= 1 if X ∈F and 0 if X =∈F.
Given = {’j}j∈J a family of masks. We will say that a recognition predicate
 F(X ) is linear with respect to  if there exists a vector w∈R|J |, called vector of
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weights, and a number ∈R called threshold, such that
 F(X ) = sign
(∑
wj’j(X )− 
)
;
where sign(u)= 1 if u¿ 0 and sign(u)= 0 if u¡0.
A 2gures recognition perceptron is a device capable to determine if a recognition
predicate  F(X ) is linear or not with respect to a family of masks . So we say that
a family of 2gures has a recognition perceptron if there exists a set of masks  such
that  F(X ) is linear with respect to .
Note that as the size of R is (2n+1)2, the sum in the previous expression is therefore
bounded by max{|wj|; ||} 2(2n+1)2 , for any given predicate.
The problem posed here is the study of the complexity of the perceptron’s ability
to recognize discrete geometric 2gures (squares, rectangles, circles and ellipses) on
a retina, measured in terms of the values w and  and some characteristics of the
masks "j.
There are several families of perceptrons, according to di6erent restrictions on their
elements, and some of these are particularly interesting for our study, since these
restrictions reMect some properties of the characterizations of the 2gures. These families
are:
(a) Diameter-limited perceptrons. For each perceptron in this family, there exists a
constant which bounds the diameters of each ’j, that is to say, the maximum dis-
tance between the points on which each ’j depends. The diameter of the perceptron
is de2ned as the minimum of such diameters.
(b) Order-restricted perceptrons. A perceptron is said to have order less than or equal
to m if no ’j depends on more than n points. If such an m exists, we say that the
perceptron is order-restricted.
1.2. Results
Minsky and Papert [6] studied the perceptron’s limitations in solving certain problems
of recognition. Some of their results were directly related to the basic families of
2gures; they constructed, for instance, a diameter-limited perceptron of limited diameter
and order 3 for the family of the rectangles. That perceptron recognized points and
lines as rectangles; in this paper we construct a perceptron of limited diameter and
order 5, which does not consider such degenerated 2gures as rectangles.
With respect to families of squares, circles and ellipses, we prove the impossibility
of constructing a diameter-limited perceptron which recognizes them. Nevertheless, we
construct recognition perceptrons of order 9 and 54 for squares and ellipses, respec-
tively, by using an original technique which decomposes the characterization of the
2gures into local and global features, and di6ers from the hierarchization technique de-
veloped by Minsky and Papert to construct order-restricted perceptrons. Our technique
gives coe;cients which are constant with respect to the size of the retina, whereas
Minsky’s coe;cients grow exponentially with it.
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Fig. 1. Con2gurations in Crect , with von Neumann’s neighborhood.
Fig. 2. Con2guration absent in rectangles.
2. Recognition of discrete geometric gures
Since all diameter-limited perceptrons are order-restricted, the 2rst task, for any given
family of 2gures, is to determine if there exists a diameter-limited perceptron. If the
answer is negative, the next step is to look for an order-restricted one.
2.1. Rectangles
Minsky and Papert constructed a diameter-limited perceptron with order three that
recognizes the family of rectangles (see [6]). This perceptron recognizes also isolated
points and vertical and horizontal lines as rectangles. Theorem 1 shows a predicate that
recognizes the family of rectangles, understanding rectangles to be only those 2gures
with dimensions strictly greater than 1. We begin with a local characterization of the
family, analogous to the one in [13], which can be turned into a recognition predicate.
Denition 1 (Rectangle). We say that a 2gure X is a rectangle if and only if X = {(i; j)
∈Z2; i0 6 i 6 if and j0 6 j 6 jf}, for some i0 
= if, j0 
= jf.
We de2ne Crect as the set of con2gurations shown in Fig. 1.
Lemma 1. Let X be a rectangle; then X does not contain the con3guration of Fig. 2;
nor its rotations.
Proof. Let X be a rectangle, and let i0, j0, if, jf given by the de2nition. Let (i1; j1) and
(i2; j2) be the shadowed points in 2 (which are in X ). Then, we have i0 6 i1¡i2 6 if,
and j0 6 j1¡j2 6 jf, and therefore (i2; j1) ∈ X , which is a contradiction.
Lemma 2. Con f4(X )⊆Crect if and only if X =
⋃k
j=1 Xj; k ¿ 1; where for all
j=1; : : : ; k; Xj is a rectangle and d4(Xi; Xj)¿2 for all i 
= j.
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Fig. 3. Map of con2gurations for a rectangle, where ()p and ()q represent p and q horizontal and vertical
repetitions of the argument, respectively.
Fig. 4. Con2guration at the upper left vertex.
Fig. 5. Images corresponding to the con2gurations: (a) d4=d5, (b) d5=d7 and (c) d5=d10.
Proof. We 2rst prove the necessary condition. Let Xj be a rectangle of dimensions
p+ 2 and q+ 2, with p; q¿ 0. It is easy to check that the diagram of con2gurations
in Xj is the one given in Fig. 3. Hence, Con f4(Xj)⊆Crect, and since d4(Xi; Xj)¿2 for
all i 
= j, we have Con f4(X )=
⋃k
j=1 Con f4(Xj), and we obtain Con f4(X )⊆Crect.
Now we prove the su;cient condition.
Let X be a 2gure such that Con f4(X )⊆Crect and Xj a 4-connected component of X .
Let (xul; yul)∈Xj be the upper left point in Xj, so that (xul−1; yul) =∈Xj and (xul; yul+
1) =∈Xj. Let cul be a con2guration of von Neumann’s type centered in (xul; yul). Since
cul ∈Crect, cul =d5 (see Fig. 4).
Let c′ ∈Con f4(Xj) be the con2guration with center in (xul+1; yul). Since Con f4(Xj)
⊆Crect, c′ must be in {d6; d8; d9; d11; d12; d13}, and if we apply Lemma 1, we see
that c′ ∈{d6; d9}. Thus we have that if d5 ∈Con f4(Xj) with center in (x; y), then
d6 ∈Con f4(Xj) or d9 ∈Con f4(Xj) with center in (x + 1; y); we will denote this by:
d5→d5d6; d5d9. Reasoning in the same way, if d5 ∈Con f4(Xj) then d5 → d3d5; d4=d5;
d5=d7; d5=d10, where we write di=dj, meaning that di is centered one step above dj, as
shown in Fig. 5.
In this way, we can draw the implications for all con2gurations of Crect; they
are shown in the below table. In all the cases where di → di=di, di is allowing
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another di both below and above the 2rst one (and this avoids ambiguity in the
notation).
d1 → d1d3; d1d4; d1d14; d2d1; d4d1; d14d1; d7=d1; d8=d1; d12=d1; d1=d2; d1=d3; d1=d4; d1=d14
d2 → d2=d2; d2d1; d2d3; d2d4; d2d14; d6d2; d8d2; d11d2; d1=d2; d3=d2; d14=d2; d2=d3; d2=d4; d2=d14
d3 → d3=d3; d3d5; d3d7; d3d10; d1d3; d2d3; d4d3; d14d3; d1=d3; d2=d3; d14=d3; d3=d2; d3=d4; d3=d14
d4 → d4=d4; d4d1; d4d3; d4d14; d1d4; d2d4; d4d4; d1=d4; d2=d4; d3=d4; d4=d5; d4=d6; d4=d9
d5 → d5d6; d5d9; d3d5; d4=d5; d5=d7; d5=d10
d6 → d6d2; d5d6; d9d6; d4=d6; d6=d8; d6=d11
d7 → d7d8; d7d12; d3d7; d5=d7; d10=d7; d7=d1
d8 → d8d2; d7d8; d12d8; d6=d8; d11=d8; d8=d1
d9 → d9d6; d9d9; d5d9; d4=d9; d9=d12; d9=d13
d10 → d10=d10; d10d11; d10d13; d3d10; d5=d10; d10=d7
d11 → d11=d11; d11d2; d10d11; d13d11; d6=d11; d11=d8
d12 → d12d8; d12d12; d7d12; d9=d12; d13=d12; d12=d1
d13 → d13d11; d13d13; d10d13; d9=d13; d13=d12
d14 → d14=d14; d14d1; d14d3; d14d4; d14d14; d1d14; d2d14; d4d14; d1=d14; d2=d14; d3=d14; d14=d2; d14=d3
From here, it can be checked that if we apply the di6erent rules of implication,
starting with the con2guration d5, we will obtain the diagram of con2gurations of
Fig. 3b, which represents a 4-connected 2gure of the form shown in Fig. 3a. Hence
Xj is a rectangle with dimensions p+ 2 and q+ 2 for some p; q¿ 0.
If we apply the preceding argument to all the 4-connected components, we see that
X =
⋃k
j=1 Xj, k ¿ 1, where for all j=1; : : : ; k, Xj is a rectangle.
The fact that d4(Xi; Xj)¿2, for all i 
= j, follows from Con f4(X )⊆Con frect.
We now present the theorem of existence of a diameter-limited perceptron for the
recognition of the family of rectangles.
Theorem 1. Let  rectangle = sign(−
∑
’d5 +w
∑
’d′ +1); w 6 −2 be a predicate where
’d5 are the masks that detect the con3guration d5 ∈Crect centered at any point of
the retina R, and ’d′ are the masks that detect any con3guration d′ =∈Crect. Then
 rectangle is a recognition predicate of the family of rectangles.
Proof. We 2rst prove the necessary condition. Let X be a rectangle; by Lemma 2,
Con f4(X )⊆Crect. This implies
∑
’d′(X )= 0, and ∃!d5 ∈Crect such that ’d5 (X )= 1,
with center in the upper left point of X . Therefore,
 rectangle(X ) = sign(−1 + 0 + 1) = 1:
We now prove the su;cient condition. Let X 
= ∅ such that  rectangle(X )= 1, or, equiv-
alently, −∑’d5 (X ) + w∑’d′(X ) ¿ −1. Suppose that there exists a con2guration
d′ =∈Crect, such that ’d′(X )= 1. This would imply −
∑
’d5 (X ) + w
∑
’d′(X )6 w 6
−2, which is a contradiction. Hence, Con f4(X )⊆Crect, and by Lemma 2 we have
X =
⋃k
j=1 Xj; k ¿ 1, where each Xj is rectangle, for all j=1; : : : ; k. We have k
upper left corners, and at each of them the con2guration d5 will be present. Since∑
’d5 (X )6 1, we see that k =1, and X is a rectangle.
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2.2. Squares
In this section, we study the family of discrete squares, whose formal de2nition is
given below, and it is particular case of the family of rectangles de2ned before. We 2rst
prove the impossibility of constructing a diameter-limited predicate for the recognition
of this family; then we prove the existence of an order-limited predicate with constant
coe;cients, which adds one term to the predicate used for the rectangles.
Denition 2 (Square). We say that a 2gure X is a square if there are (i0; j0)∈X and
l∈N such that X = {(i; j)∈Z2 | i0 6 i 6 i0 + l and j0 6 j 6 j0 + l}.
Proposition 1. There is no diameter-limited perceptron that recognizes the family of
squares.
Proof. The proof is straightforward by using of techniques developed by Minsky and
Papert to connected 2gures [6]. Let us suppose that there exists a perceptron of diameter
k recognizing the family of squares. Hence, there exists a set of masks of diameter
less or equal to k ∈N, = {’i}i∈I , a vector w∈R|I | and ∈R such that the function
 square(X ) = sign
(∑
i∈I
wi’i(X )− 
)
is a recognition predicate for the family of squares.
Let X be a rectangle of upper left vertice (i0; j0) and dimensions m×(m+1); m¿k.
So  square(X )= 0, that is to say,
∑
i∈I wi’i(X )¡.
Let L1 and L2 be sets of points de2ned by: L1 = {(i0 +p; j0 + 1) |p=0; : : : ; m} and
L2 = {(i0 + p; j0 − m) |p=0; : : : ; m}.
Let us group the masks ’i’s according to their support (|’j|).
Group 1= {’j | |’j| ∩ L1 
= ∅}.
Group 2= {’j | |’j| ∩ L2 
= ∅}.
Group 3= {’i}i∈I\{Group 1∪Group 2}.
Note that there does not exist any mask with support taking both L1 and L2. So Group
1, Group 2 and Group 3 correspond to a partition of {’i}i∈I .
Let X 1 =X ∪L1 be a square of dimensions (m+1)×(m+1), so  square(X 1)= 1, that
is to say,
∑
i∈I wi’i(X
1)¿, but
∑
i∈group 2 wi’i(X
1)=
∑
i∈group 2 wi’i(X ) and
∑
i∈group 3
×wi’i(X 1)=
∑
i∈group 3 wi’i(X ), therefore
∑
i∈group 1 wi’i(X
1)¿
∑
i∈group 1 wi’i(X ).
Let X 2 =X ∪L2 be another square of dimensions (m+1)×(m+1), in the same way
we can see that  square(X 2)= 1, and therefore
∑
i∈group 2 wi’i(X
2)¿
∑
i∈group 2 wi’i(X ).
So for the 2gure X 1 ∪X 2,∑i∈group 1 wi’i(X 1 ∪X 2)=∑i∈group 1 wi’i(X 1),∑i∈group 2 wi’i
×(X 1 ∪X 2)= ∑i∈group 2 wi’i(X 2), and∑i∈group 3 wi’i(X 1 ∪X 2)= ∑i∈group 3 wi’i(X 1)=∑
i∈group 3 wi’i(X
2), therefore
∑
i∈I wi’i(X
1 ∪X 2) ¿ , which is a contradiction with
 square(X 1 ∪X 2)= 0.
A scheme of above Proposition proof is Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Schematic proof of Proposition 1.
Fig. 7. Con2gurations of a square.
Theorem 2. Let ’ek and ’d5 be the sets of masks that detect the con3gurations
of (a) and (b) shown in Fig. 7; and let ’d′ be the masks that detect any con-
3guration d′ =∈Crect. Then there exists a set of order restricted masks such that
 square = sign(
∑
’ek − 2
∑
’d5 + w
∑
’d′ + 1); w 6 −2; is a recognition predicate
for the family of squares.
Proof. Let X be a square of l pixels by side on the retina R. By the theorem of
rectangle recognition,
∑
’d5 (X )= 1 and
∑
’d′(X )= 0. Additionally, for k = l the con-
2guration el of Fig. 7 is present. On the other hand, since ∃!d5 ∈Crect such that ’d5
(X )= 1;
∑
’ek (X )= 1. Hence,  square(X )= sign (
∑
’ek (X )− 2
∑
’d5 (X )+w
∑
’d′ ×
(X )+1)= sign (+1−2+0+1)=1. Now we prove the su;cient condition. Let X 
= ∅ be
a 2gure such that  square(X )= 1, that is,
∑
’ek (X )− 2
∑
’d5 (X )+w
∑
’d′(X )¿ −1.
Note that for any con2guration ek such that ’ek (X )= 1, there is a ’d5 such that
’d5 (X )= 1, since the second con2guration is contained in the 2rst. This implies
∑
’ek
(X )−2∑’d5 (X )6 0, and therefore ∑’d′(X )= 0. This means that Con f4(X )⊆Crect,
and X must be a collection of rectangles (due to Lemma 2).
Now we have
∑
’ek (X )−2
∑
’d5 (X )¿ −1; on the other hand, the previous obser-
vation says that
∑
’ek (X )6
∑
’d5 (X ). Since both are nonnegative integers, the only
possibilities are
∑
’ek (X )=
∑
’d5 (X )= 0 (but X is a nonempty collection of rectan-
gles, and must have at least some corner), or
∑
’ek (X )=
∑
’d5 (X )= 1.
∑
’d5 (X )= 1
implies that there is only one rectangle, and
∑
’ek (X )= 1 implies that it is a square.
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Fig. 8. Examples of circles with a radius of 1, 3 and 5.
2.3. Circles
There are many de2nitions for a discrete circle. We will study the family of discrete
circles with radius r ∈N de2ned by the set of points in Z2 that belong to a real circle.
Denition 3 (Circle). We say that a 2gure X is a circle with center at (i0; j0) and
radius r ∈N, if and only if X = {(i; j)∈Z2=(i − i0)2 + (j − j0)2 6 r2}.
Some examples of discrete circles are shown in Fig. 8.
Note that if we use the distances d4 and d8 for the de2nition of circles, the result is
a family of rhombus and squares, respectively, which are not similar to the real circles.
Employing the same technique used for squares, we can show that there is no
diameter-limited perceptron to recognize the family of discrete circles previously
de2ned.
Proposition 2. There is no diameter-limited perceptron that recognizes the family of
discrete circles.
Proof. Let C be a circle of radius r and center (i0; j0). If p is the distance between
the upper right vertice (s; t) of C and the point (i0; j0 + r − 1)∈C and by q is the
distance between (s; t) and the center O (see Fig. 8c), then p2 + (r − 1)2 = q2, with
q6 r, so p6
√
2r − 1.
Suppose the existence of a diameter-limited perceptron that recognizes the family
of circles. So there exists k ∈N and a set of masks {’i}i∈I of diameter less or equal
to k, a vector w∈R|I | and ∈R, such that the function
 circle(X ) = sign
(∑
i∈I
,’i’i(X )− 
)
is a recognition predicate for the family of circles.
Let C be a circle of center (i0; j0) and radius r such that 2k ¡ p6
√
2r − 1, that is
to say, r ¿ (2k)2 +1=2, and let C′ be another circle of center (i0−p; j0) and radius r.
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Fig. 9. Schematic example of Proposition 2 proof.
Fig. 10. Circles and noncircles according to d4.
The rest of proof is the same used to prove the Proposition 1, with L1 = {(i; j)∈C |
∃06 l6 p; (i + l; j) =∈C}; X =C\L1, and L2 =C′\X (see Fig. 9).
In the case of circles de2ned using the distance d4 we can use the same method
to proof the same property. The schematic idea of proof is shown in Fig. 10. So the
proposition is valuable for the three di6erent families of circles.
2.4. Ellipses
We understand a discrete ellipse as a set of points where the sum of the distances
d4 of the points to two particular points, called focuses, is equal or less than a given
constant. The case d8 is noninteresting for us, because the 2gures are not similar to
real ellipses.
Denition 4. Let f1 and f2 be two points in the discrete plane Z2 and let s be a integer.
We will say that X is an ellipse with focuses f1 and f2 and whose distance is s if
and only if
X = X (f1; f2; s) = {x ∈ Z2=d4(x; f1) + d4(x; f2)6 s}:
Observe that in the particular case where the focuses are the same, that is to say
f1 =f2, the resulting ellipse is not a discrete circle as de2ned in the previous section.
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Fig. 11. Examples of ellipses with s=10 for (a) and (b).
Fig. 12. Schematic example of Proposition 3 proof.
Let E((i0; j0); (i0+d; j0); d) be a ellipse. We will denote m=d+1 and n= s−d=2+1
(see Fig. 11a).
Proposition 3. There is no diameter-limited perceptron that recognizes the family of
discrete ellipses.
Proof. Let us suppose that there exists a diameter-limited perceptron that recognizes
the family of ellipses. Then there exist k ∈N and a set of masks {’i}i∈I of diameter
less or equal to k, a vector w∈R|I | and ∈R such that the function
 ellipse(X ) = sign
(∑
i∈I
,’i’i(X )− 
)
is a recognition predicate for the family of ellipses.
Let E((i0; j0); (i0 +d; j0); s) be a ellipse such that n= s−d=2+1¿2k, that is to say,
s− d¿4k − 1, and let E′((i0 − 1; j0); (i0 + d+ 1; j0); s+ 2) be another ellipse.
The rest of the proof is the same used to prove the Proposition 1 with L1 = {(i; j0 +
n− 1)∈E | i0 6 i 6 i0 + d}; X =E\L1, and L2 =E′\X (see Fig. 12).
We have shown the impossibility of constructing a diameter-limited perceptron to
recognize the family of discrete ellipses. Nevertheless, we will construct an order-
restricted perceptron that recognizes the ellipses that are horizontally oriented, that is,
the focuses are f1 = (i; j) and f2 = (k; j); i; j; k ∈Z. In the remainder of this section we
assume that a discrete ellipse is a horizontally oriented discrete ellipse.
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Fig. 13. Set of con2gurations of Cellip.
Fig. 14. Con2guration ’dab , where a; b are distances of kind d8 measured with respect to the centers of the
con2gurations.
Let Cellip be the set of Moore’s neighborhood con2gurations shown in Fig. 13. We
will denote by ’dab and by ’c2 the masks detecting the con2guration shown in Fig. 14
and the con2guration c2 of Cellip respectively, and by ’c′ the masks recognizing the
presence of con2gurations that do not belong to the set Cellip.
Lemma 3. X is an ellipse if and only if X is a 4-connected 3gure; such that Con f 8(X )
⊆Cellip and there exists a mask ’dab such that ’dab(X )= 1.
Proof. We 2rst prove the necessary condition. Given X , let c˜ be the con2guration
with center at the upper left point of X . Then c˜ is as shown in Fig. 15, but since
Con f 8(X )⊆Cellip; c˜ must be c2. In the same manner as for the rectangles, we can
draw the diagram of con2gurations belonging to Cellip, starting with the con2guration
c2. It is easy to check that the map of con2gurations has the shape shown in Fig. 16b,
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Fig. 15. Con2guration c˜, where x is white or black.
Fig. 16. 4-connected 2gure and its diagram of con2gurations, where m1; m2 ∈N0; n1; n2; n3; n4 ∈N.
which corresponds to a 4-connected 2gure as shown in Fig. 16a. But since there is
a ’dmn such that ’dmn(X )= 1, we know that n1 = n2 = n3 = n4 = n and m1 =m2 =m,
and therefore, X is an ellipse.
Now we prove the su;cient condition. Let X be an ellipse with focuses f1 = (i0; j0)
and f2 = (i0 +m; j0), and s=m+2n with n; m∈N as shown in Fig. 11a. By de2nition
it is clearly a 4-connected 2gure. Moreover, it is easy to check that the con2gurations
for X are given by Fig. 16b with m1 =m2 =m and n1 = n2 = n3 = n4 = n. Therefore,
Con f 8(X )⊆Cellip, and the con2guration ’dmn with center at the upper left point of X
is such that ’dmn(X )= 1.
Theorem 3. The function  ellipse = sign (
∑
’dab−2
∑
’c2 +w
∑
’c′j +1); where w 6 2;
is a recognition predicate for the family of horizontally oriented ellipses of restricted
order.
Proof. We 2rst prove the necessary condition.
Let X be an ellipse, then by Lemma 3, X is a 4-connected 2gure such that Con f 8(X )
⊆Cellip and there exists a unique ’dab and ’c2 such that ’dab(X )= 1 and ’c2 (X )= 1.
Hence,∑
’dab(X ) = 1;
∑
’c2 (X ) = 1 and
∑
’c′j (X ) = 0
and therefore,
 ellipse(X ) = sign(1− 2 + 1) = 1:
Now we prove the su;cient condition.
Suppose that  ellipse(X )= 1, that is
∑
’dab(X )− 2
∑
’c2 (X ) + w
∑
’c′j (X )¿ −1:
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Note that if there exists a mask ’dab such that ’dab(X )= 1, then there is a con-
2guration c2 such that ’c2 (X )= 1, since the con2guration c2 is contained in ’dab .
Hence,
∑
’dab(X ) − 2
∑
’c2 (X ) 6 0, and therefore
∑
’c′j (X )= 0, which means that
Con f 8(X )⊆Cellip. On the other hand,
∑
’c2 (X ) 6 1 and
∑
’dab(X ) 6 1, since oth-
erwise
∑
’dab(X )−
∑
’c2 (X )6 − 2.
Let X =
⋃n
i=1 Xi be, where for all i=1; : : : ; n; Xi is a 4-connected 2gure. Given
Xi, let c˜i be the con2guration centered at the upper left point of Xi; by the proof of
Lemma 3, c˜i = c2. It follows that
∑
’c2 (X )= 1, and therefore X =X1, which means
that X is a 4-connected 2gure. We also obtain that
∑
’dab(X )= 1, and so by Lemma 3,
X is an ellipse.
In analogous way we can obtain the same result for the case of vertically oriented
ellipses.
3. Conclusions and remarks
The study of the characteristics of recognition predicates for the families of rectan-
gles, squares, circles and ellipses allows us to point out some general and particular
aspects. In general, if R is a 2nite retina of size n, and F is a family of 2gures on this
retina that keeps growing by n, then it is known that a perceptron will always exist
to recognize F on R with constant coe;cients (see [6]). However, the order of this
perceptron may depend on the size of the retina, and this case is, therefore, not very
interesting. On the other hand, if a family F is recognized by an order-limited percep-
tron, then the predicate of recognition may have exponential coe;cients, which is the
case of the perceptron built with the Minsky’s hierarchization theorem [6]. This makes
the construction of recognition predicates with limited order and constant coe;cients
interesting.
From the study of the characteristics of the predicates of recognition for each family
of 2gures considered, we see that the family of rectangles has a perceptron of limited
diameter and order three or 2ve (depending on the de2nition) with constant coe;cients.
This is possible by a local characterization of the family. Respecting to the families of
squares, circles and ellipses, it was shown that there is no diameter-limited perceptron
that recognizes them. Nevertheless, using the technique of hierarchization of Minsky
and Papert, there are perceptrons of order three for the families of squares and circles
and of order four for ellipses [1]. However, all of these perceptrons have coe;cients
that grow exponentially. In this paper, we constructed, in the case of the families of
squares and ellipses, order-restricted predicates (of orders 9 and 54, respectively) with
coe;cients that are constant with respect to the size of the retina.
Finally, some questions remain respect to this study. For instance, it would be in-
teresting to establish a relationship between the family of 2gures, the order of the
predicates of recognition, and the size of the coe;cients.
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